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Press Release 

The Indian Terrorist State Respects Only Force and Strength of the 

Raging Lion, not the Whimpering Appeals of a Soaked Cat 

In response to the shedding of yet more pure Muslim blood at the hands of the brutal Hindu 

occupying forces in Kashmir on 21 October 2018, Imran Khan tweeted on 22 October, “Strongly 

condemn the new cycle of killings of innocent Kashmiris in IOK by Indian security forces. It is 

time India realized it must move to resolve the Kashmir dispute through dialogue in accordance 

with the UN SC resolutions & the wishes of the Kashmiri people.” The Bajwa-Imran regime is 

walking in the footsteps of Musharraf and Nawaz Sharif, in humiliating restraint before a 

constantly hostile Hindu State. Acting like a soaked cat, it is exposing the Muslims to grave 

dangers, as the US-Indian alliance works unchallenged to ensure Indian dominance over the 

Muslims of Pakistan and Kashmir. The nature of the Hindu power elite is that it is incapable of 

justice over others, mocks weak stances and respects only force. It is this fact that drove the 

population of the Indian Subcontinent to willingly embrace Islamic rulers, who secured centuries 

of peace and prosperity. It is this fact that drove our forefathers to sacrifice immensely for a land 

that would be free of the authority of the Hindu elite. And since the partition of the Indian 

Subcontinent, the Hindu power elite has never wasted an opportunity to harm Muslims, both in 

war and whenever they have had any degree of authority over Muslims, whether in Occupied 

Kashmir, Gujrat or Ayodhya. 

O Muslims of Pakistan’s Armed Forces! It is upon you to halt the Bajwa-Imran regime’s 

march to destruction by granting Nussrah for the re-establishment of the Khilafah (Caliphate) on 

the Method of the Prophethood. Then you will see the firm actions of a raging lion that are 

mandatory to force the enemy into retreat. It is a Khaleefah Rashid alone who will boldly reject 

the colonialist tool, the United Nations, and its ridiculous resolutions on Kashmir which were 

issued under the non-binding Chapter VI of the UN Charter. It is a Khaleefah alone who will 

expel the Indian diplomats and declare a state of war with the Hindu State. It is a Khaeefah 

alone who will ignore the demands of restraint by America and actively arm the resistance in 

Kashmir, which is now widespread and strong, terrifying the Hindu forces. It is a Khaleefah 

alone who will reject the US demands for your support of its failing war over Pakistan's western 

border and instead mobilize you and station our nuclear assets to project force over the eastern 

border, forcing the Indians to desist in their mischief. It is the Khaleefah alone who will finally 

answer the cries of the oppressed and liberate Occupied Kashmir. And it is the Khaleefah alone 

who will reject the scheme of normalization, which is a plot to subjugate Pakistan to Indian 

dominance, and work with seriousness to restore Islam as the dominant way of life over the 

whole of the Indian Subcontinent. Allah (swt) said, ﴿ َْلْمِ وَأنَْتمُْ الأعَْلوَْنَ وَاللَّهُ مَعَكُمْ وَلن فلَاَ تهَِنوُا وَتدَْعُوا إلَِى السَّ

﴾يتَرَِكُمْ أعَْمَالَكُمْ   “Be not weary and faint-hearted, crying for peace, when you are the 

uppermost: for Allah is with you, and will never put you in loss for your (good) deeds.” 

[Surah Muhammad 47:35] 
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